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Abstract 
The prrsmt t h t w  deals w t h  the experlnieotal arid niinierical study of 
natural convection 111 a ho~izontnl cavity coiitailnng air and tondeiisabk 
1 apom The prewrice of vapour in the system can enhance (ruppress) nat- 
ural co~iwction if the niolerular weight of the vapour 1s lower (higher) thalr 
air The nunl~riral solution of the problem is obtammd for two differmt 
nlatlels In one cm? we assume that the vapour is saturated everywhere 
nnct linict. the species conservation equation is not used T h ~ s  IS called the 
saturation nlodel In the other case the vapour 1s allowed to be supenatu- 
rated and hnce the double-d~ffus~on phrnomenon has a role to play This 
1s calk1 the double-diffus~ve niodel The set of qliatioris governing the 
coiisrrvation of mass, momentum, rnergy and species is solved using the 
SIMPLER algorithm Three flu~ds whose vapour IS cons~dered are ethyl 
alcohol, butyl alcohol and water The nurnrrical s~mulation pred~rts the 
ronditlons under which natural convection is suppressed when a vapour 
with molecular weight greater than that of air is used We find that the 
rmults obtamd from the two dunensional numerical simu1ation'"'~uite dl f- 
ferent from the previous work which was based on onedimensional model 
(Srimvasan, 1992) The present numerical simulation also predlcts the pos- 
slbility of "partial convection" in which natural convection occurs in the 
upper half of the cavity but there a no motion in the lower half of the 
caw ty 
The results born numerical simulat~on are compared with experimen- 
tal observations. The saturation model shows better agreement with some 
experimental observations than the doubledlfhrsive model Our experi- 
mental observation also confirms the existence of 'partial convectionn in 
the cavity It is shown that the suppression of convection need not reduce 
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heat transfer in comparison to air alone in the cauty This result was not 
ariticlpated by Srinnasan (1992) who used a one-dimensional model a11d 
assumed that the temperatuire difference between the top and bottom plate 
is s~ildll I t  1s  SO found that the spacing between the plates must be large 
111 older to ensure that the total heat transfer is reduced when convection 
is s u p p r ~ s s ~ d  The present work highlights the latent heat released during 
ro~idensation \ \e find that it has a profound impact on the temperature 
and density profilrs 
The ~ a u l t s  obtained in the present wolk can be used to  design hori- 
zontal solar rollectors in which convection needs to be suppreswd by den- 
sity stratification In the rase of cooling of ~1t.ctronic equipments, water 
~apour-air riuxture can be used to enhance the heat transfer 
